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INDUSTRIAL CONTROL MODULE
PROVIDING UNIVERSAL I / O

Before commissioning 1/0 modules in the system , it is
typically necessary to determine the I /O requirements at

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED

properly match channels of the I /O modules to such require
ments. For example, for analog sensors in a controlled
process, such as level sensors for tanks, temperature sensors
or position sensors , I /O modules having analog input chan
nels should be used . However, for digitally controlled actua
tors in the controlled process, such as relays, indicator lights

APPLICATION ( S )

This application claims priority to U.S. patent application
Ser. No. 15 / 959,985 , entitled " Industrial Control Module

various points of the controlled process or machine to

5

Providing Universal I / O , ” filed on Apr. 23 , 2018 , which is 10 or small motors , I /O modules having digital output channels
herein incorporated by reference.
should be used .
As a result, resources are typically required for allocating
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
and correctly matching channels of I/ O modules to corre
The present invention relates to the field of industrial sponding industrial control equipment. This requires time to
automation
, and more particularly, to aa module for interfac- 15 implement
, complexity
to match
, that
and limits
flexibilityprocess
ofthe
system
,
particularly
in
the
event
the
controlled
ing with industrial control equipment through one or more or machine changes at a later date. Moreover, end users must
universal I/ O channels in which resistances in such channels
purchase , maintain and store many different I/O
can be adjusted for various modes , such as modes for digital typically
modules to address each possible I/ O type. If the required
output, digital input, analog output, analog input and analog 20 function of an I/O point changes due to a change in the, end
input with HART communications.
users application , the I /O module often needs to be replaced
causing inconvenience, additional cost and delay. It is there
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
fore desirable to provide an I/ O module for interfacing with
industrial control equipment which eliminates one or more
Industrial controllers are specialized computer systems 25 of the foregoing disadvantages.
used for the control of industrial processes or machinery, for
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
example, in a factory environment. Generally, an industrial
controller executes a stored control program that reads
inputs from a variety of sensors associated with the conAn industrial control I/O module for interfacing with
trolled process and machine and, sensing the conditions of 30 industrial control equipment, such as sensors and actuators,
the process or machine and based on those inputs and a can be configured to dynamically provide differing resis
stored control program , calculates a set of outputs used to tances in each channel as may be required for reliably
achieving particular modes of operation in the channel.
control actuators controlling the process or machine.
Industrial controllers differ from conventional computers Providing differing resistances in such channels flexibly
in a number of ways. Physically, they are constructed to be 35 allows different modes in the channel to provide universal
substantially more robust against shock and damage and to I/ O capability . Modes of operation could include, for
better resist external contaminants and extreme environmen- example , digital output, digital input, analog output, analog
tal conditions than conventional computers. The processors input and the like , in the same channel, but at different times .
and operating systems are optimized for real - time control In one aspect , a processor or voltage divider can be used to
and are programmed with languages designed to permit 40 control an amplifier, with feedback , driving a transistor in a
rapid development of control programs tailored to a con- channel to dynamically adjust resistance in the channel by
stantly varying set of machine control or process control selectively biasing the transistor to achieve a resistance in
applications
the channel suitable for the selected mode .
Generally, the controllers have a highly modular archiAccordingly, the invention can provide a universal I /O
tecture , for example, that allows different numbers and types 45 channel configurable to support multiple different I/ O types,
of input and output modules to be used to connect the such as : digital input; digital output; analog input; analog
controller to the process or machinery to be controlled . This output; Highway Addressable Remote Transducer (HART)
modularity is facilitated through the use of special “ control communications, a digital industrial automation protocol
networks ” suitable for highly reliable and available real - time which can communicate over legacy 4-20 mA analog instru
communication . Such control networks ( for example, Con- 50 mentation wiring ; User Association of Automation Technol
trolNet or EtherNet /IP ) differ from standard communication ogy in Process Industries (NAMUR ), as described in DIN 19
networks ( such as Ethernet) by guaranteeing maximum 234 ; and so forth . The universal I/O channel can provide a
communication delays by pre - scheduling the communica- specific resistance to be established in the input or output
tion capacity of the network , and /or providing redundant channel for proper operation for each of these I /O types.
communication capabilities for high -availability.
55 Moreover, the invention can advantageously provide an I /O
As part of their enhanced modularity, industrial control- channel that can support currently defined , known I/O types ,
lers may employ I/O modules or devices dedicated to a as well as yet to be defined , future I/ O types , providing
particular type of electrical signal and function, for example, universal flexibility.
detecting input AC or DC signals or controlling output AC
In one aspect , a circuit can be configured to allow I /O
or DC signals. Each of these I/ O modules or devices may 60 channel resistance to be dynamically changed (pro
have a connector system allowing them to be installed in grammed ) based on the 1/0 type being supported by the
different combinations in a housing or rack along with other
selected I/ O modules or devices to match the demands of the

channel. The circuit can use the I/ O channel current as well
as the voltage to maintain the desired channel resistance .

particular application . Multiple or individual I /O modules or This resistance can be changed dynamically at any time as
devices may be located at convenient control points near the 65 needed . The circuit can allow the universal I/ O channel to
controlled process or machine to communicate with aa central support, for example, International Electrotechnical Com
industrial controller via the control network .
mission (IEC) type 1 , 2 , 3 inputs, as well as NAMUR . Also ,
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when in analog input mode , the circuit can configure a 25092
input resistance optimal for HART communication .
In one aspect , a Field Effect Transistor ( FET ) in the
Preferred exemplary embodiments of the invention are
channel can provide infinitely configurable channel resis- illustrated in the accompanying drawings in which like
tances . A processor or other logic controller can be used to 5 reference numerals represent like parts throughout, and in
read I/ O current and voltage levels . Resistances can be which :
configured by processor to adjust digital - to -analog conFIG . 1 is a simplified diagram of an exemplar industrial
verter (DAC ) output) based on Ohm's law , control system implementing I /O modules interfacing with
Resistance = Voltage /Current. In another aspect , resistance of industrial control equipment in accordance with an aspect of
the channel can be adjusted by changing resistor values , 10 the invention ;
including by configuring a digital potentiometer.
FIG . 2 is a schematic of a circuit portion of an I/ O module
Such a circuit can allow any required channel resistance for interfacing with industrial control equipment in the
to be configured without the need of a physical resistor to be system of FIG . 1 in accordance with an aspect of the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

placed on a board for each value . Accordingly, existing as

well as new input and / or output types can be supported
without hardware changes . Also , such a circuit can allow
many different I/ O types to be supported by single channel,
such as IEC type 1 , 2 , 3 inputs , NAMUR , analog input with
HART communication , and so forth . Moreover, such a
circuit could require less printed circuit board (PCB ) space ,
thereby allowing higher channel counts . Power dissipation
also be determined and actively controlled . In one
aspect , the circuit can be configured to protect itself by
limiting the maximum current allowed to flow . Such operation can be accomplished actively with a processor or other
control logic , or passively with the one or more discrete
elements, such as a current sensing resistor.
Specifically then , one aspect of the present invention can
provide a module for interfacing with industrial control
equipment, including: a terminal configured to receive an
electrical conductor in aa channel interfacing with industrial
control equipment; a variable resistance device connected to
the terminal providing a resistance in the channel; and a
control circuit connected to the variable resistance device .
The control circuit can be configured to control the variable
resistance device to adjust the resistance in the channel for
a given mode selected from multiple modes . Each mode can
configure a different resistance in the channel.
Another aspect of the present invention can provide an
industrial control system including: an industrial controller
executing a control program for controlling an industrial
process, an I/ O module in communication with the industrial
controller, the I/O module providing a direct interface to
industrial control equipment of the industrial process , the
1/0 module including: a terminal configured to receive an
electrical conductor in aa channel interfacing with the indus
trial control equipment; a variable resistance device con-

15

20

invention; and

FIG . 3 is a schematic of an alternative circuit portion of
an I/ O module for interfacing with industrial control equip
ment in the system of FIG . 1 in which a resistor divider is
used in accordance with aspect of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE OF THE
INVENTION

Referring now to FIG . 1 , an exemplar industrial control

25 system 10 suitable for application of the present invention
may provide one or more industrial controllers 12a , 12b ,
which could be programmable logic controllers ( PLC's ) ,
operating to execute a control program for the control of an
industrial process 14 as is generally understood in the art.

30 machines
The industrial
process , for example, may coordinate a set of
on an assembly line or the like, or interact with
actuators , sensors and / or other industrial control equipment

of plant processing materials
35

control that process, or

conduct other similar control applications .

The industrial controllers 12 can communicate down
stream with one or more control I/ O modules 16a - 160

providing a direct interface to industrial control equipment
20 of the industrial process 14. Such I/ O modules 16 provide
input and output lines via electrical conductors 18 to and
40 from the industrial process 14 allowing communication with
the industrial control equipment 20 , such as equipment
20a - 20d . The industrial control equipment 20 could include ,
for example : digital actuators , such as relays, indicator lights
or small motors ; digital sensors , such as photoelectric sen
45 sors , dry contact sensors, inductive sensors or push buttons;
analog actuators, such as valves , positioners or meters ;
analog sensors , such as level sensors for tanks, temperature
sensors or position sensors; and / or HART compatible
devices .

nected to the terminal providing a resistance in the channel; 50 The industrial controllers 12 can communicate with the
and a control circuit connected to the variable resistance control I /O modules 16 through an industrial control net

device. The control circuit can be configured to control the
variable resistance device to adjust the resistance in the
channel for a given mode selected from multiple modes .

work 24 , such as Common Industrial Protocol (CIP) , Eth
erNet/ IP , DeviceNet, CompoNet or ControlNet network,
whose specifications are published and whose protocols are
Each mode can configure a different resistance in the chan- 55 used broadly by a number of manufacturers and suppliers .
nel.
Such networks provide for high reliability transmission of
These and other objects, advantages and aspects of the data in real time and can provide features ensuring timely
invention will become apparent from the following descrip- delivery, for example, by pre - scheduling communication
tion . The particular objects and advantages described herein resources such as network bandwidth , network buffers, and
can apply to only some embodiments falling within the 60 the like .
claims and thus do not define the scope of the invention . In
The industrial controller 12 can also communicate
the description, reference is made to the accompanying upstream , through a data network 26 (which may, but need
drawings which form a part hereof, and in which there is not be an industrial control network ) via one or more routers
shown a preferred embodiment of the invention . Such or switches 28 , with a central computer system 30. This
embodiment does not necessarily represent the full scope of 65 latter computer system 30 may further communicate via the
the invention and reference is made, therefore, to the claims Internet 32 with remote devices 34 such as computer ter
herein for interpreting the scope of the invention .
minals , mobile wireless devices, and the like . Alternatively,
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there may be a direct connection between the industrial control the variable resistance device to adjust the resistance
controller 12 and the Internet 32 .
in the channel to a higher resistance (than for analog input ),
As is generally understood in the art, each of the I /O but with less resistance than for IEC type 1 , 2 , 3 , such as to
modules 16 , industrial controllers 12 , switches 28 , computer 1 k 2 ; a mode for analog output could cause the control
system 30 and remote devices 34 may provide one or more 5 circuit to control the variable resistance device to vary the
electronic processors and associated electronic memory resistance in the channel to maintain a constant current in the
holding programs executable by the processors , some of channel; a mode for analog input with HART communica
which are described below .
tions could cause the control circuit to control the variable
Referring now to FIG . 2 , a schematic of a circuit portion resistance device to adjust the resistance in the channel to a
17 of an I/O module 16 for interfacing with industrial control 10 lower resistance ( than for digital input ), such as to 25022 ;
equipment 20 in a universal I/ O channel is provided in and aa mode for analog input without HART communications
accordance with an aspect of the invention . In the circuit could also cause the control circuit to control the variable
portion 17 , the I/ O module 16 can include multiple terminals resistance device to adjust the resistance in the channel to a
40 , such as terminals T1 , T2 , T3 , each being configured to lower resistance (than for digital input ), but even less
receive electrical conductors, such as conductors 18a , 18b , 15 resistance than for an analog input with HART communi
18c , respectively, in channels interfacing with the equipment cations, such as to 1000. Lowering the resistance in the
20. The conductors 18a , 186 , 18c are illustrated in phantom channel even further, from 25092 to 10092 , for an analog
lines indicating the various possibilities for connection to the input without HART communications, for example, can
equipment 20 according to various devices and /or modes . advantageously provide power savings in the system without

Accordingly, the conductors 18 can be wires variously 20 requiring
a single resistance for both types.
The control circuit can control the variable resistance

configured for communicating with equipment 20 , which

could comprise sensors or actuators, any of which may be device 42 to provide the resistance in the channel (B ) as
digital , analog and / or HART devices , as may be desired at desired by receiving feedback from the channel for the
various points in the industrial process 14. Such conductors amplifier 46 which , in turn , can provide the adjustment for
18 can be releasably connected to the I /O module 16 at the 25 the variable resistance device 42 , such as by driving a gate
terminals 40. In one aspect , the terminals 40 can be screw of the FET to selectively bias the transistor to achieve a
terminals in which a screw driver, such as a slotted or resistance in the channel suitable for the selected mode . In
flat -blade screwdriver or other type , can be used to releas- one aspect , a voltage feedback line 50 ( “ V_IN ” ), from a
2

node between the variable resistance device 42 and the
ably connect the conductors 18 to the I /O module 16 .
A variable resistance device 42 , which can be a transistor, 30 screwaterminal T2 , and a current feedback line 52 ( “ I_IN ” ),
and which preferably can be a Field Effect Transistor (FET ) , from a node between the variable resistance device 42 and
9

can be connected to a terminal 40 , such as the terminal T2 ,
providing a resistance in the channel ( identified as “ B ” ) in
line with the conductor 18b . A control circuit, which in one
aspect can include a processor 44 connected to an amplifier
46 , can be connected to the variable resistance device 42 .
The control circuit can be configured to control the variable
resistance device 42 to adjust the resistance in the channel in
line with the conductor 18b for a given mode selected from
multiple modes of operation. A mode of operation can be
determined , such as by the processor 44 , from user input
which could indicate requirements for the equipment 20 ,
which could be provided through a screen of a remote device
34 , the central computer system 30 or the industrial controller 12 or to the I /O module 16 directly. Such user input
may indicate , for example, power, voltage and / or current
requirements for the equipment 20 , or simply whether the
equipment 20 is a predetermined device type, such as a
digital sensor, including an IEC type 1 , 2 , 3 or NAMUR
sensor, a digital actuator, an analog sensor, an analog sensor
operating as a HART device, or an analog actuator, or a user
defined device type . Determined modes of operation could
then be set, such as digital output, digital input for IEC type
1 , 2 , 3 or NAMUR , analog output, analog input without
HART communications, analog input with HART communications (which can be implemented in a 4-20 mA current
loop ) , user defined , and so forth . Accordingly, each mode of
operation could configure a different resistance in the channel specific for the device type.

35

40

45

50

55

a current sensing resistor 54 , can be connected to the
processor 44. The current sensing resistor 54 could be a
nominal resistor, such as 2002 , connected to ground. The
processor 44 , in turn, can calculate a resistance for the
channel based on Ohm's law , Resistance = Voltage /Current,
in this case , dividing voltage from the voltage feedback line
50 by current from the current feedback line 52. Based on
the mode desired , the processor 44 can then execute to adjust
the resistance in the channel by adjusting a digital-to -analog
converter (DAC ) output 56 (“ ADJ" ) to an input of the
amplifier 46 , such as an inverting input (“ _ ” ), so that the
amplifier 46 , in turn , provides the adjustment to the variable
resistance device 42 through a biasing line 58. The current
feedback line 52 can also be provided to another input of the
amplifier 46 , such as a non - inverting input ( “ + ” ), providing
a reference . The amplifier 46 could be , for example, an ADA
4891 Low Cost CMOS , High Speed , Rail - to - Rail Amplifier,
as available from Analog Devices , Inc. of Norwood, Mass .
Referring briefly to FIG . 3 , where like reference numerals
represent like parts throughout, in an alternative aspect , an
alternative circuit portion 17' illustrates an alternative con
trol circuit for the I/O module 16. In the alternative control
circuit, a resistor divider 60 can be connected to the ampli
fier 46. In this aspect , the voltage feedback line 50 , from the
node between the variable resistance device 42 and the
screw terminal T2 , can be connected to a first side of a first
resistor 62 in the resistor divider 60. A second side of the first
resistor 62 , at an adjusting node 66 , can be connected in

For example, a mode for digital output could cause the 60 series to a first side of a second resistor 64 in the resistor

control circuit to control the variable resistance device to

divider 60. The second side of the second resistor 64 can be

minimize the resistance in the channel, preferably to 022 ; a connected to ground . The second resistor 64 could be , for
mode for digital input for IEC type 1 , 2 , 3 could cause the example , a digital potentiometer which could be configured
control circuit to control the variable resistance device to by a processor to implement various resistances . The adjust
adjust the resistance in the channel to a higher resistance 65 ing node 66 , in turn , can then adjust the resistance in the
( than for analog input ), such as to 3.3 k 2 ; a mode for digital channel by adjusting input of the amplifier 46 , such as the
input for NAMUR could also cause the control circuit to non - inverting input (“ + ” ), so that the amplifier 46 , in turn ,

US 11,209,802 B2
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provides the adjustment to the variable resistance device 42
through the biasing line 58. The current feedback line 52 can
again be provided to another input of the amplifier 46 , such
as the inverting input ( “ _ ” ), providing a reference . Accord-

a return path in a return channel ( channel B ) , in line with the
variable resistance device 42 , from the equipment 20. In the
return path ( channel B ) , the control circuit ( using processor
44 and / or resistor divider 60 ) can control the variable

from user input, can configure the second resistor 64 ( digital

maintain a constant current in the channel .

a

ingly, the processor, which could determine a given mode 5 resistance device 42 to vary the resistance in the channel to

potentiometer ) according to the given mode to implement
In a fifth mode for analog input with HART communi
the desired resistance in the channel.
cations, such as for equipment 20 comprising HART com
Referring again to FIG . 2 , various modes of operation patible devices, a conductor 18b , releasably connected to the
which can be implemented by the I /O module 16 , using the 10 terminal T2 , can provide an input from the equipment 20 to
circuit portion 17 or the alternative circuit portion 17' , a HART modem 80. A conductor 18c , releasably connected
include, for example: digital output, digital input for IEC to the terminal T3 , can provide a return path in a return
type 1 , 2 , 3 or NAMUR , analog output, analog input without channel ( channel C ) connected to ground. In the input path
2

HART communications, analog input with HART commu- ( channel B ) , the control circuit ( using processor 44 and /or
nications ( which can be implemented in aa 4-20 mA current 15 resistor divider 60 ) can control the variable resistance device

loop ) . Moreover, a further customized, user defined mode of 42 to adjust the resistance in the channel to a lower resis
operation can also be provided .
tance ( than for digital input ), such as to 2502 .
By way of example, in aa first mode for digital output , such
In a sixth mode for analog input without HART commu
as for equipment 20 comprising digital actuators such as nications, such as for equipment 20 comprising level sensors
indicator lights or small motors , the processor 44 can control 20 for tanks, temperature sensors or position sensors , a con
a switch 70 to selectively provide power from a power ductor 18b , releasably connected to the terminal T2 , can
source 72 to terminal T1 in an output channel ( identified as again provide an input from the equipment 20. A conductor
“ A ” ) as required by the digital device . A conductor 18a , 18c , releasably connected to the terminal T3 , can provide a
releasably connected to the terminal T1 , can provide such return path in a return channel ( channel C) connected to

selectively delivered power to the equipment 20. A conduc- 25 ground . In the input path ( channel B ) , the control circuit

tor 18b , releasably connected to the terminal T2 , in turn , can
provide a return path in a return channel ( channel B ) , in line
with the variable resistance device 42 , from the equipment
20. In the return path ( channel B ) , the control circuit ( using

( using processor 44 and /or resistor divider 60 ) can control
the variable resistance device 42 to adjust the resistance in
the channel to aa lower resistance ( than for digital input ), but
even less resistance than for an analog input with HART
processor 44 and / or resistor divider 60 ) can control the 30 communications, such as to 1000. Lowering the resistance
variable resistance device 42 to minimize the resistance in in the channel even further, from 2502 to 1002 , for an
the channel, such as by biasing the FET to 022 , as may be analog input without HART communications, for example ,
required by the system .
can advantageously provide power savings in the system
In a second mode for IEC digital input, such as for without requiring a single resistance for both types . Addi
equipment 20 comprising IEC type 1 , 2 , 3 digital sensors , 35 tional user defined modes can be further configured, includ
such as photoelectric sensors , dry contact sensors, inductive ing for supporting future I /O types with existing hardware .
sensors or push buttons, a conductor 18b , releasably conCertain terminology is used herein for purposes of refer
nected to the terminal T2 , can provide an input from the ence only , and thus is not intended to be limiting . For
equipment 20. A conductor 18c , releasably connected to the example, terms such as “ upper," “ lower, ” “ above, " and
terminal T3 , can provide a return path in a return channel 40 “ below ” refer to directions in the drawings to which refer
( channel C ) connected to ground. In the input path ( channel ence is made . Terms such as “ front , ” “back ,” “ rear," “ bot
B ) , the control circuit (using processor 44 and / or resistor tom , " " side,” “ left” and “ right” describe the orientation of
divider 60 ) can control the variable resistance device 42 to portions of the component within aa consistent but arbitrary
adjust the resistance in the channel to a higher resistance frame of reference which is made clear by reference to the
( than for analog input ), such as to 3.3 k 2 , as may be 45 text and the associated drawings describing the component
required by the system .
under discussion . Such terminology may include the words

In a third mode for NAMUR digital input, such as for
equipment 20 comprising NAMUR sensors , a conductor

18b , releasably connected to the terminal T2 , can again
provide an input from the equipment 20. A conductor 180 ,
releasably connected to the terminal T3 , can again provide
a return path in a return channel ( channel C ) connected to
ground. In the input path ( channel B ) , the control circuit
(using processor 44 and / or resistor divider 60 ) can control
the variable resistance device 42 to adjust the resistance in
the channel to a higher resistance ( than for analog input ), but
with less resistance than for IEC type 1 , 2 , 3 , such as to 1 k
Q
In aa fourth mode for analog output, such as for equipment
20 comprising analog actuators such as such as valves ,
positioners or meters, the processor 44 can control a switch
70 to selectively provide power from a power source 72 to
terminal T1 in an output channel ( identified as “ A ” ) as
required by the analog device. A conductor 18a , releasably
connected to the terminal T1 , can provide such selectively
delivered power to the equipment 20. A conductor 18b ,
releasably connected to the terminal T2 , in turn , can provide
>

specifically mentioned above, derivatives thereof, and words
of similar import. Similarly , the terms " first,” “ second ” and

other such numerical terms referring to structures do not
50 imply a sequence or order unless clearly indicated by the
context.
When introducing elements or features of the present
disclosure and the exemplary embodiments, the articles “ a ,”
" an ,” “ the ” and “ said ” are intended to mean that there are
55 one or more of such elements or features. The terms “ com
prising , " “ including ” and “ having ” are intended to be inclu
sive and mean that there may be additional elements or
features other than those specifically noted . It is further to be
understood that the method steps, processes , and operations
60 described herein are not to be construed as necessarily
requiring their performance in the particular order discussed
or illustrated , unless specifically identified as an order of
performance . It is also to be understood that additional or
alternative steps may be employed .
65 It is specifically intended that the present invention not be
limited to the embodiments and illustrations contained
herein and the claims should be understood to include
>
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modified forms of those embodiments including portions of
the embodiments and combinations of elements of different
embodiments as coming within the scope of the following

claims . All of the publications described herein including

10

11. The module of claim 10 , wherein the control circuit
controls the variable resistance mechanism to provide a
higher resistance in the channel when the mode is for analog

input and a lower resistance in the channel when the mode

patents and non - patent publications are hereby incorporated 5 is for analog input with HART communications.
herein by reference in their entireties .
What is claimed is :

1. An industrial control system input -output (I /O ) module,

comprising:

12. The module of claim 1 , wherein the control circuit
controls the variable resistance mechanism to minimize the

resistance in the channel when the mode is for digital output.

13. The module of claim 1 , wherein the control circuit

a terminal configured to receive an electrical conductor, 10 resistance
controls thein the
variable
mechanism
to varyin the
channelresistance
to maintain
a constant current
the
the terminal defining an I /O channel;

channel when the mode is for analog output .

a variable resistance mechanism connected to the terminal
and
providing a resistance in an I /O cha
a control circuit connected to the variable resistance

terminal in aa first channel, and further comprising a second

resistance in the I /O channel for a given mode of
operation selected from a plurality of modes of opera
tion , wherein each mode of operation configures the

ment comprising an actuator, and wherein the second chan
nel provides an output from a power source to the industrial
control equipment in the modes for digital output and analog

14. The module of claim 1 , wherein the terminal is a first

mechanism , the control circuit being configured to 15 terminal
configured to receive an electrical conductor in a
control the variable resistance mechanism to adjust the second channel interfacing with industrial control equip

variable resistance mechanism to provide a different 20 output
while the first channel provides a return path .
15. The module of claim 1 , wherein the terminal is a first
a

resistance in the I/O channel, and wherein the mode of

terminal in aa first channel, and further comprising a second
operation is selected from the group consisting of terminal
configured to receive an electrical conductor in a
digital output, digital input, analog output and analog second channel
interfacing with industrial control equip
input.
2. The module of claim 1, wherein the terminal is selected 25 ment
comprising
a sensor, and wherein the first channel
provides an input from the industrial control equipment in
from the group consisting of a screw terminal and a spring the
modes for digital input and analog input while the second
cage terminal, and wherein the variable resistance mecha
channel provides a return path to ground .
nism is a transistor.
3. The module of claim 2 , wherein the control circuit

comprises a processor connected to an amplifier, wherein the 30

16. An industrial control module, comprising :

a variable resistance mechanism connected to a terminal
in a channel; and

transistor is a Field Effect Transistor ( FET) , and wherein the
a control circuit connected to the variable resistance
amplifier drives a gate of the FET.
mechanism , the control circuit being configured to
4. The module of claim 3 , further comprising a resistor for
control the variable resistance mechanism to adjust the
current sensing connected to the FET, wherein the resistor is
resistance in the channel for a given mode selected
further connected to a first input of the amplifier and the 35
from a plurality of modes, wherein each mode of the
processor is connected to a second input of the amplifier.
plurality of modes configures a different resistance in
5. The module of claim 3 , wherein the given mode is
the channel, wherein the plurality of modes includes a
determined by the processor from user input.
digital mode and an analog mode .
6. The module of claim 2 , wherein the control circuit
17.
The industrial control module of claim 16 , wherein the
comprises a resistor divider connected to an amplifier, 40
is a screw terminal, and wherein the variable
wherein the transistor is a Field Effect Transistor (FET ) , and terminal
resistance
mechanism is a FET with the control circuit
wherein the amplifier drives a gate of the FET.
connected
to
a gate of the FET.
7. The module of claim 6 , wherein the resistor divider
18. The industrial control module of claim 16 , wherein the
comprises a resistor in series with a digital potentiometer. 45 analog
mode is a mode for analog input with HART com
8. The module of claim 7 , further comprising a processor
.
for configuring the digital potentiometer, wherein the given munications
19.
The
industrial
control module of claim 16 , wherein the
mode is determined by the processor from user input, and digital mode is aa mode
for digital input for IEC type 1 , 2 , 3
wherein the processor configures the digital potentiometer or NAMUR .
according to the given mode .
2

20. The industrial control module of claim 16 , wherein the
9. The module of claim 1 , wherein the control circuit 50 control
circuit controls the variable resistance mechanism to
controls the variable resistance mechanism to provide a

higher resistance in the channel when the mode is for digital
input and a lower resistance in the channel when the mode
is for analog input.

minimize the resistance in the channel when the given mode
is the digital mode comprising digital output, and wherein
the control circuit controls the variable resistance mecha

10. The module of claim 1 , wherein the plurality of modes 55 nism
to vary the resistance in the channel to maintain a
constant current in the channel when the given mode is the
analog mode comprising analog output .

further includes a mode for analog input with Highway

Addressable Remote Transducer (HART) communications
in a 4-20 mA current loop .

*

*

